SYNOPSIS
Links between optics and representation go back at least to Antiquity. Greco-Roman efforts were linked with scenography (skaenographia). This resulted in a sense of depth usually through convergence along an axis of points (fish-bone perspective) and occasionally towards a central vanishing point. Fictive columns were typically used to close a visual space within a distance of less than 50 meters. Although seemingly realistic, it was linked with imitation: with narratives, rather than with physical reality.
While the mediaeval period largely abandoned geometrical depiction of pictorial space, it introduced a series of projection methods for systematic representation of space, notably, planisphere and astrolabe projections, as well as experimenting with the effects of camera obscuras. Such projections were a starting point of late 14 th century scholars such as Prosdocimo da Beldomandi at Padua.
Renaissance perspective, while vaunted to be a rebirth of ancient methods, transformed its methods and goals, from imitation of general things to matching of specific objects. Brunelleschi's first demonstrations using the Baptistery of San Giovanni and the Piazza dell Signoria in Florence are famous examples. Paradoxically, this did not lead immediately to a copying of the natural world. In Florence, the method was applied primarily to marquetry (intarsia) typically entailing regular solids, musical instruments and some idealised scenes. In the 16 th century, when the method spread to Germany, Nürnberg goldsmiths and jewelers were particularly enthusiastic about depicting regular and semi-regular shapes. By contrast, French, Belgian and Netherlandish artists depicted ruins and idealised buildings.
One of the unforeseen consequences was the development of views (vedute). Some were effectively topographical studies in the manner of surveyor's maps and pictures. These led to neoClassical art, with seemingly realistic architecture. Others were completely fictive (capriccios). Some, such as Ruisdael's landscapes of Norwegian waterfalls convincingly depicted places he/they had never visited. Others, such as Turner's paintings, showed events in ancient Carthage or Rome at which he could not possibly have been present. Indeed, this led to a whole school of Romanticism, which took man to the peaks of mountains, the centre of storms and other places of danger at the limits of the imaginable.
Piero della Francesca and Leonardo da Vinci were among the pioneers in exploring anamorphic effects, cases where extreme positions of a picture plane relative to objects caused dramatic distortions. Leonardo was also one of the early artists to explore the effects of applying the new method to cylindrical and spherical surfaces. In the 16 th century, this was further explored by Carlo d'Urbino and Cigoli. In the 17 th century, this theme became a regular feature of printed books: e.g., Dubreuil, 1642-1649 and Abraham Bosse, 1648. One reaction was to avoid near distance cases where distortion was extreme. This led to a narrowing of the field of vision.
Meanwhile, the eighteenth century increasingly applied perspective to gardens, and large spaces stretching as far as the horizon. Some spaces were calculated to make distances look closer, others to make it look further away. Space became something to be manipulated: the eye a sense to be tricked. This often led to a widening of the field of vision, and occasionally to a narrow peephole as Rhetorically, there has been an attack on perspective in the 20 th century, to the extent that some have spoken of the death of perspective. In practice, there have been more publications than ever, along with a radical increase in alternative methods. Jobin (1932) was interested in curvilinear methods in connection with skyscrapers. Barre & Flocon (1967) were interested in where it corresponded to perception of the eye. Painters such as Termes have compared 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6-point perspective on spheres. Architects such as Correia (2015) and have developed software that allows users to go from linear to cylindrical and spherical perspective as part of a spectrum of choices.
Solutions include a simple perspectival machine by the twins Ryan and Trevor Oakes (2011) . More fundamental is the work of Paul Debevec (1996 Debevec ( & 1998 , whose reflection mapping has led to new ways to record both real and fictive spaces and whose light stage includes a total-surround solution to recreation of spaces, which is being adapted in the field of virtual actors to bring no longer living actors back to the life on the stage. The lecture will show that the recent interest of the POV (Persistence of Vision) group in Britain relates to a richer tradition than might be immediately apparent.
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